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FIVE MONTHS’ BATTLE TO SAVE SHIP

Swimming through heavy surf, pushing a raft bearing an anchor, a London naval

petty officer and five Icelanders laid out a kedge anchor which hauled off a new

800-ton British ship, and completed a difficult salvage job which had taken five

months of hard labour in wild weather.

A boom defence vessel, straight from her trials in the United Kingdom, went

ashore in a snowstorm on the south coast of Iceland, under the shadow of the dread-

ed Vatnajokull, a treacherous waste of glaciers and snow.

Her Scottish Commanding Officer tried to row a small boat with a line from the

shore, through the mile-broad belt of surf, to a tug. Within fifty yards of the tug
his boat capsized, and he was hauled aboard in an exhausted state.

The news reached Reykjavik, and the naval authorities there detailed Lt.

Commander Conyers Lang, O.B.E,, R.N.V.P*, who knew the district, to go to the spot
and give any assistance he could. With Petty Officer Edward Gain, of Ealing,

London, he drove two trucks 150 miles to Vik, over roads blocked by snowdrifts, and

carried away in places by landslides.

After rescuing the 33 men from the crew of the vessel and sending them by

ponies to the nearest roadhead, Commander Lang recruited a salvage team of

Icelanders, and began the job which wras to last five months. Five months of snow-

storms, average temperatures ten degrees below zero, and a hurricane.

The hurricane hit the little outpost while they were still living in tents on

the exposed beach. For 36 hours they lay face down beneath tarpaulins as a 120

mile per hour wind tore av;ay two feet of snov.r and many inches of top soil from the

Yatnajokull behind them. Skin was scored from their faces, and they were half

blinded by the stinging lava dust.

Five times the ship w
r
as floated, and five times bad weather drove her back

ashore. After one attempt they found that the propeller guards had been ttsdsted

around the screws. That meant an additional three weeks of work. In ten minute

relays, men were lowered over the side into the freezing water to work at the

obstruction with ordinary hacksaw's.

The. final trick with the raft and the kedge anchor solved the problem. The

ship hauled herself off on her own winches, and floated in deep water at last. She

is now doing duty with the Navy,
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